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Rack Up The
pRofiTs
With several models to choose from,
Car-O-Liner’s BenchRack® system can be
tailored specifically for your shop. The
BenchRack combines drive-on convenience
with a hydraulic lift and removable ramps.
A revolutionary tilt feature that makes
loading easier when approach space is

The universal clamp
and bench mounting
combination provides the
strongest no-slip holding
capacity for unibody
vehicles.

limited is available on all BenchRack
models.
All BenchRacks share a single purpose:
they allow for faster set-up times,
repairs and inspections.
To give you more productivity
– more profits.

Down pulls are made easy
with the D91 support
system component.

The loading trolley allows you to
load immobilized vehicles and
can also be used as a vehicle
safety stop (just flip it over).

Exclusive pillar jacks make
mounting of trucks fast, safe
and easy.

Powerful 10-ton Draw-Aligners
pull from almost any angle 360 o
around the vehicle.

Removable ramp sections lift out
easily to give better access to the
vehicle.

When repairing minor damage,
the vehicle can be quickly
anchored using B631 chain
holders.

Side support system locks parts
in place when pulling, or holds
them in place during welding
operations.

Car-O-Liner is a Leading Global Provider of Assured
and Profitable Alignment Processes to the Automotive
Industry, including Technical Development, Training and
Service. Over 40 000 Car-O-Liner Collision Repair
Systems are in use worldwide. Car-O-Liner runs
operations of its own in Scandinavia, USA, UK, France,
Germany, Thailand and China and sells through local
distributors in more than 70 countries.
Car-O-Liner products are well known for their high
quality, advanced technology and ergonomic design.
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Car-O-Liner and Josam are both part of the Alignment
Systems Group. Car-O-Liner is focused on servicing the
car and light truck industry while Josam is focused on
heavy duty vehicles..

